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ABSTRACT
Writing is generally considered one of the most difficult than other skills for foreign
language. However, the main problem faced by English teachers is how to motivate students
to enjoy writing because the ability of students is still considerably unsatisfactory. Therefore,
to investigated the probem of the research, was formuated as “Is there any influence on
students who were taught with Blog Classroom Program than those who were taught with
customary teaching for seventh grade students’ writing skill at SMP Negeri 1 Ambulu in
2017 / 2018 academic year?”. The design of the research is quasy experimental research. The
respondents of the research are 30 student of VII C class as experiment group and 30 student
of VII E class as Control group. The data had been gotten from the student ability on
subjective test in making descriptive text. The data was analyzed using SPSS. The treatment
result showed that experiment group has better means than control group. It can be saw from
hypothesis testing result, the significant values is 0,000 which mean it is lower than
significances level of 5%. From those analysing result, it can be concluded that there is a
significant influence on students who were taught with Blog Classroom Program than those
who were taught with customary teaching for seventh grade students’ writing skill at SMP
Negeri 1 Ambulu in 2017/2018 academic year.
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Moreover,

McGrail

approach to writing and its formative

academic writing are difference with
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creative writing and personal writing.
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Academic writing is the kind of writing
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Post-Test is to measure the students'

students' ability in solving the test

writing

descriptive

questions from researchers is still far from

paragraph after the treatment was given.

the ideal conditions in which expected.

The research uses this design because the

Not all students are able to complete the

research will be conducted in the real

test instructions in the instrument. It can
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same level. This research was conducted at
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This research uses SPSS to analyze the

both
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skill
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group
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and
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nd

will teach with Blog Classroom Program

2018. Based on the results of the Pre-Test

and the control group will teach with
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customary teaching to know if there is an

group. the means score of experimental

influence.In contrast, the Post-Test has
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determine whether the data set is well-
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not.

score from both

too, score from experimental are normal
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and control group are not normal. It means

normal. It means that the distribution of

that the distribution of students' ability in

The Pre-Test
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solving the test questions from researchers

and control group has a difference means.

is closely from the ideal conditions in

Or it can be said that there is any influence

which expected. All most of students are

of using Blog Classroom Program for

able to complete the test instructions in the

seventh grade students’ writing skill at

instrument. But, the experiment group has

SMP Negeri 1 Ambulu in 2017 / 2018

better ability distribution than control

academic year. It can be said that the H0 is

group after given treatment. The calcuated

rejected, means that Ha is accepted. In

homogeneity of variance. The test of

other word, there is a better influence

homogeneity of variances showed that

teaching
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Program for seventh grade students’
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Discussion
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homogenous. In other word, the equal
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used

in

which

this
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in

the

calculation are test of normality, test of

experimental class during the treatment,

homogeneity and parametric test. For the

there are some condition that must be

normality of post-test is the significance of

fulfill

the Experiment group post-test is 0,159

Program. First, the school has enough

and the Control group post-test is 0,093. It

computer in its laboratory to covered the

means that the Post-Test score from both

number of the students in class. Second,
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are
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foundation requirements of registering and
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operating Blog. In these case, because
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Sample t-test Test for hypothesis testing

them to creating an email for those who

because from Post-Test Pre-Analyze result
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the data has a normal distribution and
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Class Blog Site. The last, along teaching
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after the student done the draft and wanted

students of SMP Negeri 1 Ambulu,

to post it in Class Blog Site, there is an

especially in improving their writing skill.

incidental problem for the school internet
Conclusion

server, its make the student cannot post
their draft and do polishing process for the

Based on the data analysis result, it

next meeting. So, the researcher instructed

The researcher has the final conclusion for

them to post the draft in home. Then, the

those result. It can be concuded that there

next meeting polishing process can be

is an influence on students’ writing skill

done.

who were taught by Blog Classroom
Program than those who were taught by
On the other hand, there are some

customary teaching for seventh grade at

factors Blog Classroom Program which

SMP Negeri 1 Ambulu in 2017 / 2018

might give positive contribution to the

academic year. In other words, Blog

students’ writing skill. First, this strategy

Classroom Program is very attractive and

is very easy to be implemented that

helpful strategy especiay for teaching

students do not have to practice alot in

students’ writing skill.
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